This paper interprets and generalizes consensus-type algorithms as switching dynamics leading to symmetrization with respect to the actions of a finite group. Explicit convergence results are provided in a grouptheoretic formulation, both for deterministic and for stochastic dynamics. We show how the symmetrization framework directly extends the scope of consensustype algorithms and results to applications as diverse as consensus on probability distributions (either classical or quantum), computation of the discrete Fourier transform, uniform random state generation, and openloop disturbance rejection by quantum dynamical decoupling. This indicates a way to extend the desirable robustness of consensus-inspired algorithms to even more fields of application.
Introduction
Consensus algorithms, as the name suggests, are meant to make the nodes of a networked system asymptotically attain agreement on the value of some variable, despite locality and communication constraints. They are applicable to basic distributed computation and control tasks [22, 19, 16, 4] , most notably the unsupervised, distributed computation of the mean. Over the last years these algorithms have received much attention from a control-theoretic perspective, as they exhibit switching dynamics with robust convergence under many varia- * Partially supported by the QUINTET and QFUTURE strategic projects of the Dept. of Information Engineering and University of Padua, and by the Belgian IUAP project DYSCO.
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‡ Dipartimento di Ingegneria dell'Informazione, Università di Padova, via Gradenigo The present paper begins with a reformulation of the consensus problem as a symmetrization problem, by lifting the consensus goal and dynamics to an abstract group-theoretic level and deriving conditions for convergence that are independent of the associated group actions. This allows us, in a second step, to transpose standard consensus-like tools to a variety of symmetrization problems with respect to general finite groups, that may at first look very different from consensus. We shall thus free ourselves from the networked control perspective (with the identification of "elements" with subsystems) and consider the general task of symmetrization with respect to the linear action of finite groups.
The main contribution is a systematic approach to prove effectiveness and robustness of a whole class of switching algorithms, focusing only on the way the iteration steps are selected, if the latter are associated to convex combinations of any linear action of a finite group. Our results ensure asymptotic convergence to symmetrization under weak assumptions, inherited from consensus, on the choice of actions applied at each iteration, and the values of mixing parameters. This of course revisits consensus as a fundamental tool of distributed computation; yet consensus on group actions covers a lot more.
For instance, we show how our framework unveils the robustness of quantum dynamical decoupling (DD [24] ) protocols which are used for open-loop disturbance rejection. Circuits generating random states, or gates for quantum information processing, can also be viewed in this light. In fact, symmetric and invariant states are ubiquitous in classical and quantum physics, and symmetry-breaking or -preserving dynamics are sought for a variety of tasks. In particular, in quantum control, symmetries are known to be associated to uncontrollable sectors of the space [1] or to subsystems that are protected from noise [25, 12] ; this seems to open the possibility for various future applications of our framework.
The investigation of randomized and generally robust algorithmic procedures has been a prominent development of applied mathematics and dynamical systems theory [7, 17] . This was also an initial motivation of consensus, but to the best of our knowledge it has not yet been explored to the generality that we present here.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the standard gossip consensus algorithm, that will serve as a guiding example. Sections 3 and 4 develop our general framework, first relying on specific group actions and then moving to a general abstract framework. Section 5 proves convergence of our general symmetrizing algorithms in deterministic and stochastic settings. Finally, Section 6 illustrates the generality of our framework with a rich, yet certainly non-exhaustive, series of applications.
Notation: Throughout the paper, we call a vector whose elements are nonnegative and sum to 1 a vector of convex weights. We denote by |S| the cardinality of a set S (i.e. the number of elements it contains).
Guiding example: gossip iterations as randomized symmetrization
Consensus-type problems are formalized by assigning local agents (subsystems) to vertices 1, 2, ..., m ∈ V of a graph and association a state x k (t) to each vertex k ∈ V . The possibility of an interaction between agent pairs (j, k) at time t is modeled by the edges E(t) ⊂ {(j, k) : j, k ∈ V } of the graph. We restrict ourselves to an undirected interaction graph, which identifies (j, k) with (k, j). The goal of consensus algorithms is, by iterating interactions between subsystems starting from an arbitrary initial state x 1 (0), x 2 (0), ..., x m (0), to reach a final state where x 1 = x 2 = ... = x m at a value that reflects a given function of the initial values, e.g. their mean.
There are many variants of consensus algorithms, and here as an example we consider linear gossip [4] , with x k belonging to R n for k = 1, 2, ..., m. At each iteration, a single edge (j, k) is selected from the set E(t) of available edges at that time; the agents then update their state according to:
where α(t) ∈ [α, α] ⊂ (0, 1). If α = 1/2, agents j and k move to the same point that is the average of their states. By iterating this rule, one hopes that all x j (t) asymptotically converge to the average of the x j (0).
The way in which the edges are selected over time leads to different evolutions for the whole system. We consider the following situations:
• Cyclic interaction: at each time t one link (j(t), k(t)) is selected deterministically by cycling through the elements of a time-invariant edge set E.
• Random interaction: at each time t one link (j(t), k(t)) is selected at random, (j(t), k(t)) being a single-valued random variable onto the edge set E(t).
A well-known result in the consensus literature is that gossip iterations -both random and cyclic -lead to consensus under sufficient graph connectivity assumptions. In addition, gossip evolutions preserve the total averagex = 1 m m k=1 x k , so the state of each agent k converges to x k =x(0) =x(t) for all t.
Proposition 1 [4, 16] If there exists some B > 0 (and δ > 0) such that the union of edges selected during [t, t+ B] form a connected graph for all t (with probability ≥ δ), then iteration of (1) asymptotically leads to x k (t) = x(0) for all k (with probability 1).
Summing up, gossip iterations thus perform a distributed asynchronous computation of the mean, in a robust way with respect to the network size and structure and to parameter α, as long as the graph is not completely disconnected.
It is possible, however, to look at this gossip algorithm from another perspective. The evolution associated to (1) can be interpreted as a convex combination of two permutations, namely the trivial one (identity) and the transposition of the j and k state values:
Let P denote the group of all permutations of the integers 1, 2, ..., m and for π ∈ P let P π be the unique linear operator such that P π (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m ) = (x π(1) , x π(2) , ..., x π(m) ) for any x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m . It is easy to show that connectedness of a graph is equivalent to the property that the pairwise swaps associated to its edges generate the whole permutation group [6] . By using linearity of (1) and basic group properties, it is also possible to show that the evolution up to time t of the full state vector x(t) = (x 1 (t), . . . , x m (t)) can always be written -although maybe not uniquely -as a convex combination of permutation operators on the initial states 1 :
with w π (t) ≥ 0 and π w π (t) = 1 for every t. Any map of this form obviously preserves the averagex(t). The reformulation in terms of permutations defines consensus as being any state in the set
Hence, consensus can be equivalently described as reaching a state that is invariant under (the action P π on X of) any element of the permutation group. We call this symmetrization with respect to the permutation group. In the next sections we develop a general framework to tackle symmetrization tasks by iterative, distributed algorithms. This allows for direct extension of the gossip consensus example to different state spaces, to networks that are more general than graphs, and to computational or control tasks not directly related to networks and consensus.
Symmetrization from group actions
This section presents the key definitions and algorithmic elements of finite-group symmetrization on vector spaces. In particular, linear gossip can be seen as a particular case of this class of symmetrizing iterations. Further examples are developed in Section 6.
Notation and Symmetrization Task
Let G be a finite group, with number of elements |G|. Let X be a vector space over a field R or C, endowed with an inner product , : X × X −→ C . We will consider a linear action of G on X , that is a linear map a : G × X → X such that a(hg, x) = a(h, a(g, x)) and a(e G , x) = x for all x ∈ X and g, h ∈ G, where e G is the identity of G. Note that this implies among others a(g −1 , a(g, x)) = x. Although every linear action is associated to a representation 2 of G on X , we maintain the action notation to make it directly applicable without re-parametrization, e.g. when considering the conjugate action of the unitary group on quantum operators. From the inner product, we can define the adjoint of a(g, ·) as the unique operator a † (g, ·) that satisfies:
An elementx ∈ X is a fixed point of the action of
We denote the set of such fixed points as C G ⊆ X . Since the action is linear, C G is a vector space. Our main goal is the symmetrization of any initial condition x ∈ X with respect to the action of G, that is, construct an algorithm or a dynamical system that (asymptotically, with probability 1) drives any x ∈ X to some related x ∈ C G . Consider any time-varying discrete-time dynamics x(t + 1) = E t ( x(t) ) on X . We denote E t,0 (·) the map associated to the evolution from time 0 up to time t, such that x(t) = E t,0 ( x(0) ). Let · be a norm associated to the inner product in X .
Definition 1
The algorithm associated to iterations {E t } t≥0 attains asymptotic symmetrization if for all x ∈ X it holds:
We will also consider sequences of maps {E t } t≥0 that can be randomized; in this case, the above definition applies but convergence with probability one is understood.
A Class of Algorithms
For a given group G, vector space X and linear action a : G × X → X , we will be interested in linear maps F of the form:
with s g ≥ 0 and g∈G s g = 1 for every g. Such a map is completely specified by the choice of convex weights s g . From here on, we shall call a vector whose elements are nonnegative and sum to 1 a vector of convex weights. We construct discrete-time dynamics on X by selecting at each time step t a vector of convex weights s(t) = (s g 1 (t), s g 2 (t), . . . , s g |G| (t)) ∈ R |G| and mapping x(t) to x(t + 1) through the corresponding map of type F(x), i.e.
We assume that s(t) is selected deterministically or randomly from some possibly infinite set S. Typically any s ∈ S assigns nonzero weights only to a restricted set of g ∈ G. From a dynamical systems perspective, we can interpret (7) as a discrete-time switching system, whose generator is chosen at each time between a set of maps of the form (6), according to the switching signal s(t). The resulting E t,0 (·) is also a convex combination of group actions, i.e. of the form F(·) given in (6) .
Lemma 1 If the iterations have the form (7), then there exists a vector p(t) = (p g 1 (t), p g 2 (t), . . . , p g |G| (t)) ∈ R |G| such that for any t we can write:
for any x(0), with p g (t) ≥ 0 ∀g and g∈G p g (t) = 1.
Proof. Proceed by inductive reasoning on t. For t = 1, (8) trivially holds because E 1,0 (x) = E 0 (x) is given by (7) . Now assume (8) holds for some t. Then
where we have defined
for each fixed h, one easily checks that p(t+1) satisfies the requirements of a vector of convex weights. Hence the statement holds for t + 1 and we get the conclusion by induction.
The symmetrizing map
A general time-varying map might achieve symmetrization according to (5) without ever converging to a fixed point. However, for dynamics of the form (7) we have the following result.
Proposition 2 An evolution defined by E t of the form (7) attains asymptotic symmetrization if and only if E t,0 converges to the fixed map
Proof. Assume symmetrization is attained. Taking the (finite) sum of (5) over all g ∈ G, dividing by |G| and using the triangle inequality gives:
for all x ∈ X , which would imply that E t,0 converges tō F. To go from (10) to (11), we sum on g for each fixed
for all h ′ , thanks to the facts that g → g −1 , and g → gh (for fixed h), are group automorphisms. The proof of the converse is trivial.
The proof builds on the finite cardinality of G and remains valid if X is infinite-dimensional. This establishes thatF is the unique projector onto C G that can be obtained as a convex combination of the group actions. Notice however that if the actions associated to different g ∈ G are not all linearly independent, there will be more than one vector p corresponding to the same map F (see the next section).
Lemma 2 If there exists a group automorphism
thenF is an orthogonal projection.
Proof. Eq. (9) readily yields thatF =F 2 and that (12) ensuresF =F † .
Property (12) holds e.g. for any action that is a unitary representation of G. Another advantage of a selfadjoint actions set is that it allows to easily determine a set of preserved quantities, depending only on the initial x(0), as is the case for the mean in the gossip example.
Lemma 3 If there exists a map (not necessarily an au
Proof. For any t it holds that:
Example: linear gossip
Consider the gossip algorithm described in Section 2.
To recast it in our framework, we choose X = R mn and G = P the group of all permutations of m elements. We can think of any x ∈ X as a column vector that stacks the n-dimensional state vectors of the m subsystems. With the linear permutation operator P π defined Section 2, the action of the group is simply a(π, x) = P π x. Notice that this action is self-adjoint. We have already established that consensus corresponds to the fixed points of this action, i.e. C = C P . From Proposition 2 and Lemma 2 (with the trivial automorphism h(g) = g), the mapF = 1 m! π P π is the orthogonal projection onto the consensus set.
Next we turn to the evolution model. For linear gossip, the m!-dimensional vector s(t) has only two nonzero entries at any time: (1 − α(t)) on the component corresponding to the group identity, and α(t) associated to swapping j and k. If α and the graph with |E| edges are constant, then s(t) can switch between |E| values. Let P e and P (j,k) denote the linear operators P π that respectively implement the identity and the swapping of subsystems j and k. These can be represented as nm × nm matrices: P e = I nm , the identity, and P (j,k) = Q (j,k) ⊗ I n , the Kronecker product between the identity on R n and Q (j,k) the m × m matrix that swaps the coordinates j and k of a vector of length m. Then the elementary evolution step associated to the selection of edge (j, k) at time t writes:
Finally, let us look at preserved quantities. Denoting z c the value on row c of vector z ∈ X = R mn , the set C = C P consists of all z ∈ X such that z jn−d+1 = z kn−d+1 for all subsystems j, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., m} and all components d ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. This vector space is spanned in particular by the vectors z d ∈ X, d = 1, 2, ..., n, defined by:
Hence by Lemma 3, we get as conserved quantities any linear functional of the form
with arbitrary f 1 , f 2 , ..., f n ∈ R, where avg(x) d denotes the average of the d th component of the subsystem states.
Action-independent dynamics
This section discusses sufficient conditions for obtaining symmetrization, that are independent of the actions but depend only on G and on the selected sequence of convex weights s(t) at each step. These conditions are also necessary if the particular actions associated to all elements of G are linearly independent. Since such actions exist for any finite group G, the following conditions can be viewed as necessary and sufficient for obtaining symmetrization on all possible actions associated to a given group dynamics 3 . In other words, we ensure asymptotic symmetrization for a general group-based algorithm in the form (7) based only on the group properties and the selection rules for the convex vectors s(t), for any underlying vector spaces and action. This frees us from the need to prove convergence for each specific application. Section 6 provides a series of examples obtained by extending in this way the gossip-type algorithm. More explicitly, Lemma 1 suggests that for studying the dynamics on X according to (7) , it is sufficient to look at the evolution of the convex weights p(t). The proof of the Lemma proposes the dynamics
for all g ∈ G. If the group actions are linearly dependent, then several weights s(t) or p(t) can be associated to any map of the form F and clearly (14) is not the unique dynamics corresponding to (7) . However, if we want to study (7) by focusing on the group properties, and prove convergence in a way that is valid for all possible actions associated to the group, then (14) is the unique lift of (7) that achieves this goal. In the current section we hence study the behavior of (14) . Again, let us choose an ordering of G and consider p(t), s(t) as column vectors in R |G| , i.e. indices g ∈ G are identified with rows in the column vector. Then (14) becomes:
where we defineM (t) = h∈G s h (t)Π h , and Π h denotes the permutation matrix that moves the component from row g of a vector in R |G| towards the new row hg, for all g ∈ G. For each given sequence s(0), s (1), ..., this looks like the transition dynamics of a (time-inhomogeneous) Markov chain on the distribution p(t) over G, in the sense that the correspondingM (t) are a sequence of doubly stochastic matrices. In fact, since (Π h p) g = p h −1 g ,M (t) implements the (group) convolution of p(t) with s(t). Definition 1 is satisfied independently of the particular actions associated to G if we can ensure convergence to a vector p such that:
Since for g fixed {h −1 g : h ∈ G} = G, this is consistently equivalent to
in accordance with Proposition 2. To attain symmetrization, we thus require that the dynamics of p converges to the unique value p =p given by (17) .
The targeted convergence to a uniform distribution p under switched dynamics (15) with doubly stochastic transition matrixM , is reminiscent of the standard average consensus problem between |G| agents in R. There are however at least two major differences between these frameworks.
1. The state p(t) models E t,0 from the original problem. In particular, p(0) models E 0,0 which is the identity. Hence, in principle, we would only need to study the evolution from this known initial state.
2. The transition matrix has a different structure inherited from its constituents. For average consensus the transition matrix is essentially the identity plus a sum of symmetric edge-interaction-matrices, with 4 nonzero entries of equal magnitude per edge of the graph. For p, it is a sum of permutation matrices, each of them with |G| nonzero entries.
The second point actually alleviates the first one: by group translation, convergence top from the particular initial condition p(0) corresponding to identity E 0,0 , implies convergence top from any initial convex weights vector p(0). The following section investigates when the system defined by (15) converges to symmetrization. The resemblance with classical consensus will guide us to derive convergence conditions, although they will have to be translated to match the p(t) and s(t) structure (see second point).
Example: p(t) for gossip consensus
Let us quickly formulate the gossip algorithm in the action-independent form. In Section 3.4, we illustrated how x(t + 1) = A(t)x(t), with
when edge (j, k) is selected at time t. The doublystochasticM (t) = (1 − α)I + αΠ (j,k) describing the p(t) dynamics has dimensions m! × m! (independently of n), with two nonzero entries on each row and column:
Convergence of the p-dynamics is not necessary for convergence of the linear gossip algorithm. Indeed, a dimension counting argument suffices to show that the corresponding actions of P are not linearly independent for m ≥ 4: the space of possible actions has dimension m 2 (consider A(t) = I n ⊗ A m (t) and count the number of entries in matrix A m (t)), while there are m! permutations and m! > m 2 for m ≥ 4. This means that ensuring convergence of the switchedM dynamics for p is in principle more demanding than for the switched A for x. However, as we prove in the next section, convergence on p follows from the typical assumptions of consensus, and allows us to draw conclusions that are valid for all possible X and actions of P.
Convergence analysis
We now examine the convergence properties of (15) with a switching signal s(t). This reduces to analyzing an infinite product of doubly stochastic matrices M (t). This problem has been investigated in much detail in other contexts, including standard linear consensus [22, 8, 20, 16] . Among others, [20] proposes a common quadratic Lyapunov function for all possible switchings, which shows that instability is not possible. The question is then, under which conditions isp asymptotically stable. We first give convergence results for deterministic s(t). Their adaptation to a stochastically selected s(t) is explained at the end of the section.
Formal conditions and convergence proof
In the context of consensus on graphs, a sufficient condition for convergence is given in terms of a requirement that the union of all edges that appear during a uniformly bounded time interval, must form a connected graph at all times (see e.g. [16] ). This result could be applied to (15), if we view each group element as a node of a Cayley graph and draw the directed edges that correspond to the group translations Π g with s g (t) ≥ α > 0 at time t. The problem at hand however has more structure: an arbitrary adjacency matrix for a graph on N nodes has order N 2 parameters, while (15) shows that M (t) is defined by m! = N elements only -namely the vector s(t). In fact we can define a vector of convex weights q g (t, T ) such that the evolution from time t to time t + T writes
This again involves only m! = N elements q g (t, T ). We therefore give independent convergence proofs, in the hope to highlight the role of the assumptions in a way that is more natural in the group-theoretic framework. We next formulate a condition that essentially translates the connected-graph requirement (in fact rather its essential consequence, i.e. that the transition matrix from t to t + T is primitive) into our framework.
Assumption 5.1 Assume the sequence s(t) to be such that there exist some finite T, δ > 0, such that for each time t:
This assumption can be translated into properties of the transition matrices in (15) . If M (t) = M for each t, then the assumption is equivalent to M being primitive.
In the general case, we request that each
i=0M (t+i) is primitive, with all entries at least δ.
Notice how Assumption 5.1 does not require that {g ∈ G : s g (i) > δ for some i ∈ [t, t + T ]} = G . Thus a priori, the (combination of) available actions for all t may be restricted to a subset S of G; a necessary condition for Assumption 5.1 to hold is then that S generates G. This is similar to requiring that the union of edges appearing during a time interval T in the corresponding Cayley graph form a connected graph, but not necessarily the complete graph. We will further examine Assumption 5.1 in Section 5.2. Now let us formally establish that Assumption 5.1 is a sufficient condition to ensure convergence top.
Theorem 1 For any switching sequence s(t) satisfying Assumption 5.1, the algorithm (15) makes any initial condition p(0) converge to the uniform vectorp.
Before giving the proof, let us recall some basic facts about relative entropy and the log sum inequality. The relative entropy, or Kullback-Leibler pseudo-distance [5] of a vector of convex weights {q g } g∈G with respect to another one {p g } g∈G is given by:
This expression is not symmetric in p, q, but K(p q) 0 and the equality holds if and only if p = q. We shall also use the following [5] .
and {b i } n i=1 be nonnegative numbers. Then it holds:
Furthermore, excluding the singular cases where i a i = 0 or i b i = 0, the equality holds if and only if
Proof of Theorem 1. K(p(t) p) is nonnegative and it equals zero if and only if p(t) =p.
To use it as a strict Lyapunov function, it remains to prove that, under Assumption 1, this relative entropy of p(t) with respect top strictly decreases after (any) T steps. For every t we have that:
Now by applying the log sum inequality over h for each fixed g we get:
Furthermore, Assumption 5.1 allows us: (i) to divide by q h (t, T ); and (ii) in conjunction with the fact that g p g (t) = 1 for all t, to exclude the singular cases in Proposition 3. Therefore the equality in (22) holds if and only if
Since g ′ ∈G p g ′ ∈G (t) = g ′pg ′ = 1 for every t, the equality holds if and only if p(t) =p. Returning to the sum over g, we thus get
and each equality holds if and only if p(t) =p. Henceforth the Lyapunov function K(p(t) p) strictly decreases after any T steps, as the requirement q h (t, T ) > δ ensures that for any given p(t) =p, we get in (22) a strict contraction factor independent of s(t). This ensures, by Lyapunov arguments, that the system asymptotically converges to p =p.
As an immediate corollary, we have symmetrization on X with the associated actions, for any X , any linear group action and any s(t) satisfying Assumption 5.1.
Corollary 5.1 Any algorithm of the form (7) on a vector space X with s(t) satisfying Assumption 5.1, asymptotically converges to lim t→+∞ x(t) =F(x(0)).
Examining switching signals
Let us now provide some typical examples of switching signals s(t) and check if they satisfy Assumption 5.1. It is actually instructive to start by listing some cases that lead to a violation of the assumption.
• If (possibly after some initial transient) the vector s(t) contains a single nonzero entry at any time, then q(t, T ) will also contain a single element.
• Consider that (after some initial transient) s g (t)
can be nonzero at any time only for g ∈ S, a subgroup of G. Then eachM (t) is a weighted sum of Π g with g ∈ S, and by subgroup properties the propagator
is also a weighted sum of Π g with g restricted to S, such that we can have q g (t, T ) = 0 for at most all g ∈ S.
• More generally, if s g (t) can be nonzero at any time only for g ∈ S, now being some subset of G, and the elements of S do not generate the whole group, then Assumption 5.1 cannot hold.
Conversely, sufficient conditions for Assumption 5.1 to hold include the following.
• If there exists a set J ⊂ G that generates G and such that for each t, there exists i ∈ [t, t + T ] such that S i = {g ∈ G : s g (i) > δ} contains J ∪ {e G }, then Assumption 5.1 is satisfied. We leave this simple proof to the reader.
• If G is Abelian, then the order in which the group elements are selected has no importance, but it is still relevant to know which ones are selected at the same time or not. Then we can use a reduced Cayley graph to investigate Assumption 5.1 as follows. For each time t, take the set S t = {g ∈ G : s g (t) > δ}, choose oneḡ t ∈ S t and let S(t) = {ḡ
Then consider a starting time t 0 and recursively construct a graph as follows. Start with a single node e G . At each step i = 1, 2, ..., T , add edges (and potentially vertices) to connect every vertex h ∈ G that is already present in the graph at step i − 1, with the set of nodes {s h : s ∈S t 0 +i }. If for all t we have s e G (t) > δ, and for all t 0 the graph obtained at i = T contains all the g ∈ G, then Assumption 5.1 is satisfied.
Stochastic Convergence
So far we have always formulated convergence properties for a given switching signal s(t). We now briefly indicate how they can be adapted when s(t) is selected at random. We thus consider that at each time t, s(t) is selected from a set S according to some given probability distribution, independently of the s(i) for i = t. In other words, the s(t) are independent, not necessarily identically distributed, random variables over a set of vectors of convex weights. Then we get the following convergence result.
Theorem 2 Assume that there exist some fixed values of T ,δ, and ε > 0 for which the statement of Assumption 5.1 holds with probability at least ε at each time t. Then for any γ > 0, the probability of having an Euclidean distance p(t) −p < γ converges to 1 as t converges to +∞.
Proof. On finite-dimensional space R |G| , the Euclidean distance can be bounded by a monotone function of the Kullback-Leibler pseudo-distance, so it is in fact sufficient to show that K(p(t) p) < γ with probability 1. Consider any particular sequence s(t) that satisfies Assumption 5.1 for some given T, δ. By Theorem 1 and since p(t) evolves in a compact set (it has a finite number |G| of elements, each belonging to [0, 1]), we know that for any γ > 0, there must exist some finite integer N such that
for all p(0). Moreover, since the set of possible s(t) for each t is compact, one can find for any γ a value of N such that (24) holds over all sequences that satisfy Assumption 5.1 with fixed T, δ. Note that, since K(p(t) p) is a Lyapunov function, (24) guarantees that K(p(t) p) < γ for all t ≥ N · T . Now consider a randomly chosen sequence s(t) of B ·N ·T elements, with B > 1. By hypothesis, the probability of s(t) satisfying Assumption 5.1 on each interval of length T is greater than ε. Therefore, noting that the sequences (s(t)) t∈[kT, (k+1)T ) for k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 are mutually independent, the probability that we have selected a sequence s(t) which satisfies Assumption 5.1 over the N · T first elements -i.e. guaranteeing that (24) is satisfied -is at least ε N . The probability that a sequence of B ·N ·T elements contains no subsequence of N · T consecutive elements satisfying Assumption 5.1, is at most (1 − ε N ) B ; the latter converges to 0 as B goes to ∞. But if a sequence satisfies Assumption 5.1 over some interval [T 0 , T 0 + N · T ], then (24) applies to the system starting at time T 0 with initial state p(T 0 ), thus ensuring K(p(t) p) < γ for all t ≥ T 0 + N · T . Altogether, we get that as B goes to ∞, there is a probability 1 that a selected sequence of B · N · T elements satisfies K(p(t) p) < γ for all t ≥ B · N · T and all p(0), which is our claim.
Let us briefly discuss some examples of stochastic evolutions.
• If at each time, we randomly select a single element h(t) from G with probability of h(t) = g being greater than zero for all g, and take
then the requirements of Theorem 2 are clearly satisfied. Of course this situation directly generalizes to cases where more than one h(t) ∈ G is applied at each time.
• Like in the deterministic case, a similar result is obtained if in (25) we randomly select h(t) from some subset S of G, and this subset generates the whole group. The subset may also vary (e.g. cyclically) with time, as long as it allows with nonzero probability to construct one sequence satisfying Assumption 5.1. The linear gossip algorithm fits in this category, as the connected graph condition in Proposition 1 ensures that swaps of adjacent agents can be selected in a way that generates the whole group of permutations.
A few remarks are in order.
Remark 1 (Time-varying possibilities) Theorem 2 only requires some uniform upper bound T on a time interval that guarantees that all group elements are associated with weights of at least δ > 0. It thus allows for dynamics where p(t) does not evolve towardsp for shorter time intervals, as long as there is a nonzero probability to reduce the distance fromp in finite time. Therefore, we can ensure convergence if, for example, one strictly contractive evolution is applied only every T 0 steps, while we do not know how s g is selected in between.
Remark 2 (Explicit robustness with respect to α)
A major contribution of Theorem 2 is to establish the robustness of consensus-like algorithms with respect to uncertainties in the values of s g (t) for a wide variety of applications (see Section 6). Indeed, if we consider that the h ∈ S for which s h = 0 are chosen deterministically, but the values s h (t) are randomly chosen in some compact set strictly inside [0, 1] for all t, then Assumption 5.1 holds with given T either for all such sequences or for none; in the former case, compactness ensures that δ is bounded from below, and Theorem 2 holds. This shows that it is not important to control the exact proportions in which the chosen actions are applied. Typically in a gossip algorithm [4] , one uses the maximally mixing value α = 1/2. Nonetheless, convergence holds provided that α(t) ∈ [α, α] ⊂ (0, 1) for all t. Of course, the choice of s(t) can severely affect convergence speed, but this discussion goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
Remark 3 In relation with Assumption 5.1, it is useful to work with sequences satisfying (with a given non-zero probability) s e G (t) ≥ β at any t for some constant β > 0. Indeed, this ensures that once q g (t,
Most results in linear consensus [22, 19, 16] explicitly make this assumption. Not assuming s e G (t) ≥ β > 0 for all t generally makes it necessary to perform a detailed analysis of the successions in s(t) in order to ensure Assumption 5.1.
Applications
We now illustrate a variety of applications covered by our framework by starting with consensus-type problems and next considering more general symmetrization problems. This list is by no means assumed to be exhaustive, and we are confident that more areas of application will be identified.
Linear consensus
The gossip algorithm of Section 2 is one basic application of our framework. The group-theoretic language also encompasses other basic linear algorithms for average consensus of m subsystems in R n . The most standard consensus algorithm implements, at each time, a motion of each subsystem towards the average of its neighbors in an undirected graph G(t). Thus the edges of G(t) model a set of interactions that are all simultaneously active. This corresponds to setting s g (t) = 0 for g = e and for all g ∈ P that model a pairwise permutation of two agents linked by an edge in G(t); gossip, with a single edge active at a time and hence only two nonzero elements in s g (t), is just a particular case 4 .
In the group-theoretic formulation, there seems no reason to limit our algorithmic building blocks to pairwise permutations. Including more general permutations allows one to cover situations with explicit multipartite interactions, e.g. where subsystem 1 forwards its value to 2, who simultaneously transmits its value to 3, and so on. Selecting s g = 0 specifically for g corresponding to such situations, allows to model linear consensus with non-symmetric state transition matrix A(t). The resulting A(t) however will still be doublystochastic for any s. As proved by Birkhoff [3] , any doubly stochastic matrix can be decomposed as a convex sum of permutations. The corresponding network structure is called a balanced directed graph [20] , and one could argue that the interpretation as a sum of general permutations gives a sensible rationale as why a graph might be ensured to be balanced in the consensus context. In this sense, any consensus algorithm on a balanced directed graph can be seen as a generalization of a gossip-type algorithm. Convergence, independently of the particular application, is guaranteed if Assumption 5.1 is satisfied.
Gossip symmetrizing probability distributions
Consider a collection of m subsystems, each one possessing a random variable y j on the same outcome set Y , for j = 1, 2, . . . , m. We denote P the joint probability distribution of the y j . In order to maintain a compact notation we will consider Y countable, but the uncountable case does not present additional technical difficulties. We are interested in symmetrizing the joint probability distribution, i.e. attaining a distributionP such that
for all choices of j, k and of the considered outcomes {a i }. The invariance then also holds for general permutations in P. We want to achieve this in a distributed way, where at each time t a reduced set E(t) of pairwise interactions are available. Our framework suggests the following randomized way to perform this task. At each time t a pair (j, k) is selected from E(t), the random variables at these locations are swapped with probability α, and remain in place with probability 1 − α. This random action still leaves y j (t+1), y k (t+1) two random variables on Y , but their probability distributions have changed: e.g. the new random variable y j (t + 1) at location j follows the marginal distribution of y j (t) with probability 1 − α, or it follows the marginal distribution of y k (t), with probability α. Overall, not knowing whether the random variables have been exchanged or not, the resulting probability distribution for the y i (t + 1), i = 1, 2, ..., m writes:
In the group symmetrization picture, this framework (goal (26) and dynamics (27)) corresponds to the exact same setting as standard gossip consensus, with G = P the group of permutations on m objects. Only the action is different, now implementing a swap on probability distributions (including all correlations with other random variables than the ones involved in the swap), instead of a swap of real numbers.
Gossip symmetrizing quantum subsystems
A classical random variable can be viewed as a special, commutative case in the framework of non-commutative probability theory. Following this analogy, the previous example can be extended to quantum observables -that is, self-adjoint linear operators on some Hilbert space H. This is done in [15] independently of the present general framework. Consider a multipartite quantum system, composed of m isomorphic subsystems with individual Hilbert space H 1 = H 2 = ... = H m . The state of the overall system, which has the role of a probability distribution, is described by a density operator ρ on the tensor product of the individual Hilbert spaces, H = H 1 ⊗H 2 ⊗...⊗H m . Let X be the set of self-adjoint operators on H, associated to observable physical quantities. With G still being the permutation group of m objects, represented on the integers 1, 2, ..., m by elements π, we define the action a q (π, X) on X by
for operators of the form X = X 1 ⊗X 2 ⊗...X m on H, and extend it to the whole set X of self-adjoint operators on H by linearity. To each such action, we can associate a unitary operator U π on H such that
where U † denotes the adjoint of U (i.e. the complex conjugate transpose in matrix notation).
For this quantum system, the group dynamics corresponding to linear gossip would apply at each step a convex combination of the identity and the permutation of two physical subsystems j, k. Explicitly, the dynamics of X is given by:
This is a completely-positive, trace-preserving and unital map on X . The latter two properties mirror double stochasticity ofM (t).
The convergence of the action-independent dynamics top directly implies that both the cyclic and randomized versions of this quantum gossip algorithm will drive any initial X ∈ X tô
Physically, this implies that the measurement of any joint property on a subset of n < m quantum systems will give the same statistics irrespective of the particular n subsytems that are selected.
Equivalently, we could consider as X the set of all density operators on H, with the action a ′ q (g, ·) := a q (g −1 , ·). These two equivalent viewpoints on quantum mechanics are well-known as the "Heisenberg picture" and the "Schrödinger picture". Example 6.2 is retrieved when all considered operators are diagonal in a fixed basis, and the diagonal of the density operator is then equivalent to a classical probability density. In the language of [15] , this dynamics attains symmetric state consensus.
Randomized discrete Fourier transform
The above applications all involve permutations as the underlying group, in the context of a network of subsystems. We now show how a different group structure can cover the discrete Fourier transform, although we do not directly see a practical use for the resulting algorithm.
The discrete Fourier transform of a (column) vector
up to normalization 5 . The complex numbers {e i k 2π/N : k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1} characterizing the Fourier transform form a faithful representation of the cyclic group of order N , that is the Abelian group generated by a single elementḡ,
We next show how the computation of (28) can be obtained as a byproduct of a symmetrization task with respect to an action of G c,N . It is convenient to consider the vector space R N ×N and associate to the (column) vector x ∈ R N the square matrix X = x 1 T , where 1 T is the row vector of ones. Toḡ ≃ e i 2π/N we associate the group action a(ḡ, ·) = Q(·) defined by:
with Hence symmetrization under this action of G c,N gives the Fourier transform of x as:
The robust convergence of algorithm (15) thus indicates that the Fourier transform does not necessarily have to be computed in an orderly fashion, but can asymptotically result from rather arbitrary convex combinations of the actions Q k with different k, as long as the s(t) ensure sufficient mixing. Note that the actions {Q 0 , Q 1 , ..., Q N −1 } are all linearly independent, so the map from dynamics on group actions to dynamics on p is one-to-one.
Random state generation
A variety of applications require to generate random numbers, codewords or, more generally, states with a target probability distribution. This includes among others the Markov chain Montecarlo methods [2] as well as classical and quantum cryptography protocols [18] . A basic probability distribution is the uniform or Haar measure on compact sets. Random sample generators must hence be able to transform some generic source of randomness -i.e. not necessarily uniform nor in fact exactly known -into a (almost) uniform probability distribution. There are various ways of doing this, and our framework points to a particular class of so-called random circuits [10, 9] . Indeed, group symmetrization provides a robust way to obtain a uniform distribution on a finite set of states Y that are linked by a group of transformations G, if we can pick elements of G with some generic probability distribution. More precisely, consider a finite group G, and its linear action a(g, ·) on a vector space X . For some fixed y e ∈ X , consider its orbit, i.e. the set Orb G (y e ) = {y g = a(g, y e ), g ∈ G}. We want to generate a state y(T ) that is uniformly (pseudo-)randomly distributed over Orb G (y e ), by passing a deterministic y(0) ∈ Orb G (y e ) through a sequence of (pseudo-)random operations, labeled for convenience by time t = 0, 1, ..., T − 1. Each operation is associated to a g(t) ∈ G, drawn according to some possibly unknown probability distributions s g (t), mutually independent at each time. We make the technical assumption that g = h ⇒ a(g, y(0)) = a(h, y(0)) i.e. |Orb G (y e )| = |G|.
As y propagates through the sequence according to y(t + 1) = a(g(t), y(t)), the probability p h (t) to have y(t + 1) = a(h, y(0)) follows dynamics (15) . Hence according to Theorem 1, it is sufficient that s(t) allows to satisfy Assumption 5.1 to ensure that the distribution of y(T ) converges to the uniform distribution over Orb G (y e ) as T → ∞. Note that for a fixed circuit distribution s g (t), we indeed apply Theorem 1 as we are modeling the deterministic evolution (as t increases) of a probability distribution.
Remark 4 In addition to finite groups, the case in which G becomes a continuous Lie group is of great interest for practical applications, including quantum information and more specifically random quantum circuit theory [10, 9] . In that framework, the space of interest is associated to a register of N quantum bits, so that X ∼ = C 2 N ; the group of physically relevant unitary evolutions for the register, or gates, is G = SU (2 N ). The finite group setting can effectively approximate such continuous distribution by considering a sufficiently dense subset of the Lie group. It is well known [18] that there exist finite universal sets of gates which generate a mathematically dense subset of SU (2 N ); ensuring s g (t) > 0 on such a universal set, is sufficient to satisfy Assumption 5.1 for any finite subset of a dense subset of SU (2 N ).
Dynamical decoupling
Quantum Dynamical Decoupling (DD) is a set of openloop control techniques that are primarily used to reduce the effect of unknown Hamiltonian drifts, or couplings to the environment, on a target quantum system [24] . The main idea is to apply a sequence of unitary rotations to the system, such that effects of the undesired dynamics before and after a unitary rotation compensate each other. This task can be translated into a symmetrization task [24, 25] , and we show here how our results suggest a robust DD scheme. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the suppression of an unknown drift Hamiltonian in finite dimensional systems. Decoupling from the environment can be obtained using the same ideas, by implementing full symmetrization on the system of interest.
The quantum evolution of an isolated finitedimensional system is driven by its Hamiltonian H, a Hermitian matrix whose spectrum is associated to the energy levels of the system. The propagator for the system is then the unitary operator
when H is constant. When H is time-varying, the proprobustness of the consensus formulation can be advantageously carried over to symmetrizations tasks, e.g. including actions on infinite-dimensional spaces. Natural directions for expanding our results include an in-depth study of convergence speed for specific protocols, as well as the development of (approximate) symmetrization procedures for infinite and continuous groups. Replacing the linear action on a vector field by abstract algebraic structures could also offer a rewarding way to widen the scope of the results.
